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J. Végh, M. Bodnár, L. Bürger. M. lanyi. F. Sefcsik: Development and testing of a 
prototype NPP information system based on the (í2 expert system shell. 

ABSTRACT 

The present paper describes the components and functioning of the (iPCS information 
system applicable for process monitoring and alarm generation in a VVFR-440 type 
nuclear power plant. The prototype system was developed by using the G2 real-time 
expert system shell, measurements were simulated by a VVFR-440 compact simulator 
and by the archive replay of a core monitoring system. The benefits of the object oriented 
technology description, expert system approach and information integration are 
emphasized. 

Végh János. Bodnár l-ászlóné, Bürger Ciánomé, lányi Margit, Sefcsik Ferenc: 
í i2 alapú atomerőmüvi információs rendszer prototípusának fejlesztése és tesztelése. 

KIVONAT 

A/, alábbi munkában egy GPCS nevű információi; rendszer összetevőit és működését írjuk 
le, a rendszer egy VVKR-440 típusú atomerőműben a folyamatok monitorozására és 
alarmképzésre alkalmazható. A prototípus rendszert a G2 valósidejű szakértői 
keretrendszer felhasználásával fejlesztettük ki, a technológiai méréseket egy VVER-440 
kompakt szimulátorból és egy zónamonitorozó rendszer archív visszajátszásából vettük. 
Hangsúlyozzuk az erőművi technológia objektumorinelált leírásának, továbbá a szakértői 
rendszer alkalmazásának és az ínformáció integrálásának előnyeit. 
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I GK»tl^OTOTYr^ ОГ A G2 BASED WWri^AMrOWERPljyST INFORMATION SYSTEM 

LtNTKOOVCTlON 

This paper outlines the results of a joint development performed by the MTA KFKI 
А Ш and MTA SZTAKI in the period between *991 and 1993. The basic aim of these 
efforts was to utilize a modern, powerful expert system shell for the construction of an 
information system, which meets the following specifications: 

- collects a large number (at least 1000) of technological input signals on-line, and 
processes them with a short cycle time (1-2 sec); 

• maintains on-line, bidirectional communication links with several external data' 
collection systems simultaneously; 

- consistently integrates the information originating from the different data sources 
and displays it to the operator in an easy-to-comprehend manner, 

- utilizes procedural and rule-based knowledge concurrently; 
- performs intelligent process monitoring, event handling and state identification; 
- uses convenient man-machine interface (MMI) for information retrieval and 

system control. 

Based on international experiences and on our preliminary studies the G2 expert system 
shell by Gensyml has been chosen as the framework of the system, and the correctness of 
our choice has been justified by the performance of the final product. 

The development work resulted a prototype information system, which contains an 
object oriented representation of the technological components belonging to the main 
subsystems of a WER-440 type nuclear power plant. The abbreviated name of the 
system is GPCS ( G 2 Based Plant Computer Subsystem), referring to the fact, that in a 
real NPP installation the majority of the input signals handled by the system originates 
from the plant computer. 

During development and tests measurements from the technology were substituted by 
simulated input signals produced by the ELVIS 2 WER-440 compact simulator and by 
the archive replay of the VERONA-u^ core-monitorig system. 
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I С1ЧЗ:Г*ОТОТУГЕОГ AG1BASEP NUCLEAR POWER PLANT INFORMATION SYSTEM I 

í G2 APPLICATIONS INNPP ENVIRONMENT 

The rapid development we have witnessed in computer technology during the last ten 
years has opened new perspectives in the development of on-line information systems, as 
wdl. New hardware achitectures (RISC and Alpha workstations) ensure computing 
powers much higher than that of for conventional architectures, making possible to run 
auch resource-demanding applications almost real-time on a desktop workstation, which 
could run some years ago only in mainframe computers. Developments in standardizing 
the MMI were also notable: the X Window Graphical User Interface (GUI) and the X l l 
protocol became de-facto industrial standards, which makes the transfer of application 
programs between different hardware platforms easier. By the application of high-
reaorutkm (1210x1024 pixels, 256 colors) professional monitors and the * window lag* 
MMI design the quality of the display formats was considerably enhanced. 

Although, software developments have been somewhat lagging behind the hardware, die 
object oriented programming (OOP) method with the related software development 
environments (e.g. C++, X Window) and database designs bbsed on this principle 
become more and more popular. 

Equally important development in this field is the gradually increasing interest in die 
application of expert systems. Conventional programming techniques using algorithmic 
(procedural) approaches are not applicable to solve a wide class of important problems 
(e.g. logic reasoning and diagnosis). Either the resulting algorithms are extremely 
complicated or the storage and modification of the knowledge is cumbersome, compared 
to an expert system approach. However, early expert systems were too slow to be applied 
in on-line process monitoring and they could handle only rule-based knowledge. An 
important development in this area was the release of the G2 expert system shell (1988), 
which emphasized the following items in its functioning: 

- object oriented knowledge representation; 
- a graphical application development interface, based on the connection 

(topology) of the different objects; 
- a knowledge description syntax, which is close to the common English language; 
- real-timt behaviour, 
- simultaneous application of procedural and rule-baaed knowledge; 
- a flexible and reliable network data interface; 
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- a convenient, X Window compatible user interface; 
- extensive networking capabilities. 

The applicability of G2 to build non-conventional on-line information systems was 
realized soon, its first nuclear application is connected to the OECD Halden Reactor 
Project (HRP). Their largest G2 application is the ISACS* system, which is the prototype 
of an integrated NPP control room. The ISACS integrates information from different 
independent expert systems (e.g. alarm filter, fault-tree analysis, early fault detection, 
procedure manager, critical safety functions monitoring, success path monitoring, core 
monitoring, etc.), plant data are taken from a full-scope simulator modelling the Finnish 
Loviisa-1 unit with a VVER-440 type reactor. Another important HRP G2 application is 
the SAS>Il5»6 system for the Swedish Forsmark NPP. which presents information to the 
operator after reactor scrams about the scram initiating events and about the actual safety 
status of the plant. In principle, the SAS-II is a function-oriented advisory and alarm 
fystem, it monitors 4 critical safety functions continuously. Input signals are received 
from the plant computers, the results of the analysis and the alarms are displayed on the 
control room operator workstations in the form of mnemoschemes and logic diagrams. 

Another promising field for G2 applications in NPPs is the area of on-line procedure 
selection, presentation and guidance, the so-called procedure-management systems. An 
example is the system described in Rcf. 7, which presents the symptom-based emergency 
operation procedures within the G2 for a Westinghouse PWR. The system helps the 
operator in selecting appropriate procedures and checks the correctness of the operator 
actions performed during procedure execution. 

Considering the above listed developments we concluded, that expert systems (and 
especially G2) are mature enough to be applied in an NPP environment, where the 
reliability of the presented information, its fast access and intelligent presentation is a 
must, since the quality of the displayed information may have direct or indirect influence 
on the safe operation of the plant. 
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2.1. COSSfunctions and the potentials of expert systems 

When designing and creating Computerized Operator Support Systems (COSS) one of 
the most important tasks is to define clearly and unambiguously the scope and functions 
of the system during different plant operation conditions. The functions to be performed 
more or less determine the scope of applicable software tools and programming methods, 
as well. For example, a fault-tree analysis system probably can be coded in FORTRAN 
(very likely with much effort), but by using the PROLOG language or the C++ 
environment it is much more easy to produce elegant solutions for these problems. 

In order to define the correct scope and functions of a COSS one must analyse the tasks 
and actions of the plant operator during different operation circumstances. Generally 
speaking, these tasks can be summarized as follows (see Ref. 4 for details): 

- determination of the actual plant status (status identification); 
- selection of appropriate actions, if required (procedure selection); 
- performing selected actions (active intervention); 
- checking the results of the actions ( a new status identification). 

This task classification is valid for normal, emergency and accident situations, as well. 
ЛИ these operator activities can be effectively supported by an appropriate COSS, but 
direct digital control (DDC') is a sensitive area in NPP technology, therefore DDC systems 
are applied in nuclear technology with extra care and mainly not in important, safety 
related components. However, plant status identification and procedure selection are such 
fields, where operator support systems can contribute to the safe operation of the plant by 
supplying fast and realiable diagnosis and advice. The correct status identification 
requires the execution of a certain amount of algorithms and calculations (e.g. evaluation 
of measurements, limit violation checks, core neutronic and thermohydraulic analysis, 
etc.). but the appropriate synthesis of the information requires mainly rule-based 
(declarative) programming techniques. Rule-based diagnosis can be best performed by 
expert systems, provided, that the system is able to receive on-line measured data and 
results from the above mentioned procedural calculations. 

Status identification and annunciation methods use alarm and event generation 
techniques extensively. In conventinal systems alarm generation is equivalent to the 
evaluation of simple logic formulas cyclically, during large plant transients this method 

• 
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produces a very large number of primary alarms, resulting in the fact, that the operator is 
unable to distinguish between important and not important alarms, or even to follow the 
alarm-scenario. Recently operator support systems more and more emphasize intelligent 
alarm presentation and alarm filtering, in order to eliminate redundant and nuisance 
alarms and decrease the cognitive load of the operator during plant transients. Л number 
of generally accepted methods are applicable (see Refs. 8,9.10 and 11 for details): 

- alarm grouping: alarms belonging to specific plant subsystems arc selected and 
used to synthesize higher-level group-alarm*; 

- alarm prioritizing: alarms are selected according to their importance (priority); 
- alarm filtering: redundant and nuisance alarms are suppressed by using logic; 
- function-oriented alarm generation: high-level alarms arc formed by using 

the combination of symptoms and low-level alarms; 
- primary alarm detection: the initial cause of an alarm-scenario is determined 

by using fault-tree analysis. 

In case any of the above listed methods is to be programmed by using conventional 
programming techniques, very soon serious problems are encountered. Hither we are 
forced to code a program using "brute force" (e.g. an algorithm, which runs cyclically and 
checks all the possible paths and cases), or we must construct a complex, nrcprocessed 
database, which facilitates faster program execution. Л good example for the misery we 
may encounter when tackling such problems in a real NPP environment is the DA 
(Disturbance Analysis) method applied to discover the primary cause of a disturbance in a 
large plant subsystem. The cause-consequence fault-tree for a large system and a large 
transient may contain as much as several thousand nodes'2, therefore the mere on-line 
scanning of such a fault-tree requires formidable computing resources. Despite the fact, 
that on-line measured data can be applied for the evaluation of the logical expressions 
assigned to the fault-tree nodes, a fault-tree always represents a static knowledge in that 
sense, that FT analysis may give correct resultr. only for those disturbances, which were 
thoroughly analized by the FT preparation models. Therefore the DA approach is used 
recently to diagnose mainly smaller subsystems, while the global plant status diagnosis 
is performed according to the symptom-based approach, which is able to supply correct 
diagnosis and advice even in those very complex transient situations, which were not 
analized previously in detail. 
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When using an object-oriented, real-time expert system most of the above mentioned 
difficulties can be avoided or are not present at all: event-driven activation of rules and 
procedures, focusing on selected objects, symptom identification based on logical 
expressions, etc. are all available (»2 features, which are similar to the routine operator 
activities. Obviously, the problem of knowledge acquisition and representation is still 
present in any expert system: the quality of the diagnosis is determined by the correctness 
of the stored knowledge. 

During the development oflil'CS we concentrated on intelligent process monitoring, 
plant/subsystem status identification and intelligent alarm presentation, the procedure 
management and guidance was not considered at the present stage. 

2.2. Increasing demand to develop integrated information systems 

The rapid development of networking technology, the availability of high-speed, highly 
realiable network protocols and the evolution of the "network-transparent" X Window 
standard made it possible, that by using standard (commercial) hardware and software 
components large-scale, integrated on-lir.e informal >n systems can be constructed with 
limited resouiees. The application of standard hardware components reduces system 
prices significantly, while the utilization of standard software components reduces ihe 
time required for software development and reduces costs associated with modifications 
during software "lifetime". The increasing demand to develop integrated information 
systems can be explained by the following main reasons: 

- increasing user need to synthesi/c information originating from various plant 
subsystems, in order to assess global plant safety status more accurately; 

- the need for constructing hierarchical data presentation and retrieval systems, 
which monitor global plant status and give convenient access to the subsystem 
and component specific information, as well; 

- the evolution of distributed information and control systems, which resulted 
in multiple-redundant, highly-reliable hardware achitectures; 

- the rapid development in graphic workstation technology, which made it 
possible, that robust, expensive mainframe computers were replaced by 
networked, task-oriented workstations or PCs; 

- the increasing need to standardize man-machine interfaces applied in the 
various information systems. 
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Integrated information systems were already constructed for various tasks, e.g. prototype 
of a reenter control room (ISACS*), BWR operator decision support and advisory system 
(IODA^), BWR fault detection and advisory system (i)IAREX12), post-scram status 
diagnosis and alarm system (SAS-H6), fault detection and fault-tree analysis system 
(IDA!*) and national nuclear crisis center (l-RSS^). All these systems are aimed at the 
consistent integration of information originating from the various subsystems, and thus 
form and present new, higher-level global information to the operators. 

The GPCS system has been designed to function as an integrated info.Tnation system, as 
well. At present the GPCS integrates information from two s Systems: the compact 
simulator (which corresponds ю the plant computer) and the VF.RONA-u core monitoring 
system. The GPCS can be modified easily to incorporate on-line information from four 
units (i.e. 8 subsystems), thus acting as an integrated on-line plant information center. 

3. DESCRIPTION OF THE GPCS SYSTEM 

3.1. Hordware and software environment 

The prototype integrated information system has been built up from computers 
connected to each other via an I'themet based network, the standard communication 
protocol was the DECnet The most important hardware and software specifications of 
the computers were as follows: 

G2 computer = VAXstation-3 í 00 SPX 
VAX/VMS V5.4 operation system 
24 MByte RAM, 310 MByte disk 
19", 1280x1024 pixel, 256 color monitor 
G2 On-line, GF1, GSI and Telewindows (Version 3.0 Rev.I) 

Telmindow» terminal = IBM-PC/AT 486 
MS-DOS V5.0 operation system 
8 MByte RAM, 120 MByte disk 
14", 800x600 pixel, 256 color monitor 
PC DFCwindows/Motif V4.0 X server 
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Compact simulator = ТРЛ-11/520 (MicroVAX-II) 
VAX/VMS V4.7 operation system 
9 MByte RAM, 240 MByte disk 
ELVIS simulator program system 
ELVGSI G2-simulator data interface program 

VERONA-u system = MicroVAX-3500 
VAX/VMS V5.4 operation system 
24 Mbyte RAM, 810 MByte disk 
VERONA-u core-monitoring system 
VERGSI G2-VI-RONA data interface program 

The above listing shows, that the GPCS integrates computers running different operation 
systems with different computing resources, but according to our experiences the G2 did 
not encounter any problem while working in this heterogeneous LAN. 

Here we omit the detailed description of the G2 shell itself and its associated software 
modules (GFI, GSI, GUIDE/UIL), details describing the composition of G2 knowledge 
bases, the inference engine, rule tiring and procedure invocation mechanisms, etc. can be 
found in Refs. 1,15,16 and 17. 

3.2. Application of a compact simulator to simulate real measurements 

When creating a new information system it is essential that in every phase of the 
development work the testing of the different system modules is performed in a realistic 
data environment. "Realistic" here means, that the number of test data supplied by an 
appropriate tool should be close to the real data-flux, the communication speed should be 
around the anticipated, and the physical behaviour of the input signals should be close to 
the behaviour of the real NPP data. When testing information systems to be applied in an 
NPP, the ideal test data source should be a full-scope simulator modelling the plant under 
investigation. The Hungarian Paks NPP has a VVER-440 full-scope simulator, but for 
testing the GPCS it was considered to be sufficient to apply a compact simulator, which 
is available at KFKI AEKI, as well. We utilized data from the ELVIS simulator2, which 
is a VVER-440 compact simulator, and therefore does not contain the replica of the 
control room, it uses only a simplified control pult for operator actions. Some of the plant 
subsystems are not in the scope of simulation (e.g. containment), some use very simplified 
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models, but the ELVIS can reproduce the important plant transients in a realistic manner. 

All large simulated plant subsystems were constructed in the framework of GPCS, 
except automatics and controllers (e.g. automatic power controller and turbine controller). 
Simulated data corresponding to the different plant measurements were transferred to the 
GPCS through the network by the ELVGSI GSI data interface (bridge) program. The 
simulator runs with 1 second cycle time, but the ELVGSI sends data to G2 in a change 
sensitive manner via accept data standard GSI calls, in order to reduce network traffic. 

The ELVIS can simulate all important plant operation modes: from cold shutdown to 
100% power operation, natural circulation and hot-standby are all in the scope. Predefined 
malfunctions can be activated by the instructor any time, this feature has been utilized 
frequently in order to test the GPCS response .times and the consistency of the presented 
information during large transients (e.g. scram or turbine trip). 

The other system which has been connected to GPCS was the VERONA-u VVER-440 
core monitoring system?. The VERONA-u processes the 210 assembly outlet TC 
measurements and the 288 SPNI) signals in order to provide on-line information about 
the following important reactor parameters: 

- reactor thermal power; 
- 2D and 3D power distribution in the core; 
- location and parameters of the most-loaded fuel assemblies; 
- limit violation status of the most important core and assembly parameters. 

The VERONA-u system was run in archive replay mode, which means that data 
previously recorded at the NPP were cyclically loaded into the database and then the 
detailed core analysis was performed. Data were transferred to the GPCS by the VERGSI 
GSI data interface (bridge) program, which sends data to G2 in a change sensitive way. 

Integrating information from the core monitoring system and from the plant computer 
facilitates fast and reliable plant status identification and diagnosis since on the screen of 
a single GPCS workstation all the necessary information can be presented consistently: 
core maps showing actual core safety status, mnemoschemes showing plant subsystem 
and component characteristics, logic diagrams corresponding to the different Reactor 
Protection System (RPS) channels, combined with annunciators, event lists and alarms. 
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3.3. Object oriented representation of the NPP technology 

Separation of the work performed by the different experts and modularization of the 
system is facilitated by the G2 by using so called KB modules. The KB modules can be 
arranged in a module hierarchy, specific modules may contain common object, rule and 
procedure definitions which are available to all other modules. This feature facilitates the 
consistent modification and maintenance of common definitions and we utilized this 
possibility during the development work. The GPCS contains the following modules: 

GPCS - the top module 
directly required modules: РкЧК'1-SS. LOGICS, MMI 

PROCESS - the module containing subsystem mnemoschemes 
directly required modules: PROCISS-GI-Nl-RAI, 

LOGICS - the module containing logic diagrams and rules , 
directly required modules: PROCISS-GHNKRAL 

MMI - the module containing man-machine interface objects 
directly required modules: till-, PROCI-SS-GI-NI-RAL 

PROCESS-GENERAL - the module containing common object definitions 
directly required modules: none 

The GUIDE module was required for the development of MIMI, but later it couH be 
eliminated from the module-hierarchy. 

The object oriented description of the V VER-440 technology required four user-defined 
new object classes in the G2, as follows: 

- EQUIPMENT = components, equipments in the technology; 
- GSISENS = measurements (sensors) received through the GSI interface; 
-ALARM = alarms, events; 
- LOGOBJ = logical objects (gates). 

The EQUIPMENT class 

The EQUIPMENT class contains all the components and equipments (valves, tanks, 
pumps, etc.) which are placed on the mnemoschemes describing plant subsystems. It has 
two specific attributes: 
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- DESC = description of the equipment; 
- DSTAT = disturbance status( FALSI- OK. TRUE = abnormal, upset). 

Here the abnormal status may indicate the component malfunction or the tact, that a 
measurement connected to the equipment is invalid or violates its safety/warning limit 
(e.g. if a tank level measurement violates its upper safety limit, then the tank disturbance 
status will be abnormal). The equipment DSIЛ I attributes receive values by using logical 
expressions or supalarms (see 3.4). 

The most important items in the I-OUII'MI-NT class are the valves and pumps, for 
these objects the status is indicated by dynamic color-coding, as well. The VST AT valve 
attribute indicates the valve-opening, the icon of a valve changes color according to the 
value and status of VSTAT. Similarly, the PSTAT pump attribute indicates the run status 
of a purrp. These attributes receive values through (ISISENS sensors from the simulator. 

The CiSISENS class 

One of the most important and attractive service of the G2 shell is the flexible and 
reliable GSl'° network data interface, which maintains bidirectional data links with 
external data collection systems. The actual values corresponding to the measurement 
points in the ELVIS and VERONЛ-u systems are represented in the CiPCS by objects 
belonging to the CJSISENS class, which is a class below the standard G2 SENSOR class. 
1 he attributes of a GSISENS object are the following: 

- SID = symbolic identifier (name) of the database item corresponding to the 
measurement in the external system: 

- INDX = array index (optional); 
- DESC = short description of the measurement; 
- UNIT = engineering unit of the measurement. 

Objects belonging to the GSISENS class receive value through the (»SI <h ta server 
(and not by the inference engine or by the G2-simuiator). The actual status of an external 
measurement is transferred to the G2 in the gsi-variable-status attribute of the 
corresponding GSI-variable, the icon of the GSISENS object changes color according to 
this status. The icons of the different measurement types refer to the measured physical 
parameter (e.g. F <-> flow-sensor, T <-» temperature-sensor, etc.). 

11 
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The applied GSI-interface objects allow unsolicited data transfer from the external 
systems to the G2. The simulator and the VERONA-u has its own scheduler, therefore it 
is ber.er to organize data communication according to these schedulers, and not from G2. 

3.4. Alarm and event generation 

During plant operation events and alarms arc generated continuously in the technology, 
conventional systems collect these events into event-logs, print the lists on line-printers 
and display them on the operator's workstations. Advanced systems use dedicated event 
lists (e.g. events originating from the fecdwater system are printed on a dedicated printer) 
and archive events for a longer time period. In a conventional COSS or plant computer 
the grouping, listing and displaying of events is routinely performed with the help of 
special search algorithms, while in an object oriented software environment automatic 
classification, grouping, prioritizing und storing of events/alarms can be embedded in the 
event-generation procedure easily. 

The ALARM class 

In the GPCS system basically two different objects arc used for alarm/event handling: 
the ALARM and the annunciator-window (ANNUN-WIN). The displayed symbol of an 
annunciator-window is similar to the annunciator tiles placed in the plant control room, 
which indicate the abnormal status of an important component with text, blinking light 
and sound signals. The attributes of an ALARM object are as follows: 

- alphanumeric plant subsystem identifier (e.g. YA); 
= priority (Urgent, Warning, Notice); 
- alarm value; 
= alarm status, which can be: 
VNA = active, not acknowledged 
VA - active, acknowledged 
ONA = obsolete (it was active), not acknowledged 
OA - obsolete (it was active), acknowledged 
NRM = not activated yet 
= alarm text; 
= alarm activation time. 

SUBID 
PRIORITY 
AVALUE 
ASTAT 

ATEXT 
AT1M 
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The acknowledgement of alarms can be performed by using the ACKNOWLEDGE 
pushbuttons placed on the G2 workspaces containing plant subsystem mnemoschemes. 

The ALARM class contains two subclasses: SI MAL ARM (simple, primary alarms) and 
SUPALARM ("super", compound alarms). A simalarm corresponds to a measurement or 
component status (e.g. I. Г-'W tank level IX), 2. MCP tripped) and a simalarm is directly 
connected to the measurements through the AVAI.UF. attribute, which receives value 
from a gjrisens sensor. A supalarm may correspond to a plant subsystem or reflect the 
global plant status, it can be determined from logical expressions over simalarms and/or 
other supalarms. Their typical applications in the GPCS are as follows: 

- forming variables, which are suitable to give value to the DSTAT (disturbance 
status) attribute of an equipment object; 

- forming group-alarms, which reflect the global disturbance status of a plant 
subsystem or the plant itself: 

- forming filtered alarms from simalarms. 

Here alarm filtering means, that for certain important alarms instead of displaying the 
primary simalarm to the operator directly, the (IPCS displays a supalarm. which is formed 
by the evaluation of a logical diagram containing appropriate alarm-suppression logic. For 
example, if a pump is switched off by the operator, the "xxx pump outlet pressure LO" 
simalarm is activated, but this alarm has no meaning in this case. This simalarm can be 
"filtered-out", if we display only that supalarm. which takes into account the logic 
associated with the pump motor on/off status. 

Activated alarms are stored in three ALARM-LIST type (12-lists according to their 
priority (urgent, warning and notice). The sequence in the lists is determined by the alarm 
activation time. When activated, the alarm icons change color according to the priority. 

Actual alarm lists can be prepared upon request: alarms corresponding to a specified 
subsystem or to the whole plant can be selected. Alarm lists are displayed in the form of 
scrollable UIL-Iists (scroll-areas), the contents of a list can be written to a disk file. 
The operator can follow the scenario of a reactor transient on the GPCS display by 
observing annunciator, simalarm and supalarm icon color changes, alarm lists are meant 
to support detailed event sequence analysis. 

13 
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3.5. Representation and evaluation of logic diagrams 

On-line evaluation of plant logic and interlock diagrams is essential in such a system, 
which intends to supply information to the operator about the actual plant status in an 
easy-to-comprehend and fast manner. In order to create and evaluate logical diagrams in 
the OPCS a class named LOCíöBJ was created below the standard 02 "object" class. 

The UMÍOB.I class 

The I.OCtOHJ class contains all the necessary gates and other logical elements, which 
were required in the construction and evaluation of (IPC'S logic: 

- loginp forms a logical variable from the input gsisens or G2-variable; 
- timcdcl time-delay unit. 
- set reset S/R bistable unit; 
- comparator comparator unit: 
- gate logical gates, namely: 

inverter logical .NOT. operation 
or_gate = logical .OR. operation 
and_gatc logical .ANP. operation 
xor_gatc logical .XOR. operation 
two_or at least two inputs are TRI Мл operation 

In the construction and evaluation of logic diagrams the logcon object is essential. The 
logcon is a definition below the standard (12 connection class, and it is applied to connect 
the. different gates and other logical elements to each other. The color of a logcon 
connection changes to red, if the status of the logcon becomes TRUI-. The input/output 
connections (stubs) belonging to the logic objects are defined by using such logcons. 
These connections define the topology of the diagram in the 02, therefore generic, 
connection-based rules can be applied for the evaluation of the gates, e.g. the rule 

"for any or gate org if there exists a logcon gin connected at the inp of org such that(...)" 

scans the input (connected at the input stubs) logcon statuses to calculate or gate output. 
Working with rules based on logcon connections makes it possible, that arbitrary logical 
diagrams can be constructed and evaluated without changing the generic rules. 
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The firing of rules is change sensitive in most cases, whenever type forward-trace rules 
are applied in the GPCS extensively. It makes the behaviour of the system event-driven: 
if no change L Jcted in the input signals, no action will be performed by the software. 

Testing and validation of the logic evaluation has been performed by using selected 
diagrams from the simulator* and from Ref. 18. Mainly RPS logic charts were prepared, 
these diagrams are not fully conform to the actual plant logic, some modifications and 
simplifications had to be carried out. in order to comply with the simulation scope. 

3.6. On-line functioning of GPCS 

At present the GPCS receives about 800 input signals from the simulator working with 
1 sec cycle time and about 100 signals from the VHRONA-u system running with a 2 sec 
cycle. The whole system contains cca. 3200 G2 objects, the total KB is about 25000 lines. 
Altogether 60 G2 workspaces and 25 plant subsystem mnemoschemes are available, the 
evaluation is performed by 275 rules and by 200 procedures. 

The operator may use the GPCS overview panel (see Figure I.) to select different plánt 
subsystems, dedicated supalarms show the actual disturbance status of all subsystems and 
the global status of the plant. In case an abnormal situation arises in the technology, the 
operator will receive a warning indication about the event immediately, the color-coue of 
the alarm indicates the severity of the disturbance. 

The composition of the G2 workspaces containing subsystem mnemoschemes is uniform: 
the pictures show the piping network, technological components (valves, pumps, tanks), 
measurements and on the top of the workspace a supalarm, indicating the global alarm 
ttot* of the subsystem. Figure 2. shows the icons of the basic objects applied for drawing 
the mnemoschemes, while Figures 3. and 4. illustrate the feedwater and turbine systems. 

The ALARMS pushbutton displays an associated G2 workspace, where subsystem 
simalarms are shown together with their alarm texts (see Figure 5.). Simalarms indicate 
their activated status and priority by changing icon color. The TRENDS pushbutton 
displays another workspace, where predefined trend curves are placed, showing the most 
important measurements of the subsystem. 
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A similar organization is valid for the workspaces containing information from the 
VERONA-u system: core and loop parameters are displayed in the form of trends and 
supalarms (see Figures 6. and 7.). With the help of the VERONA DISPLAY pushbutton 
on the VERONA-CORF workspace the operator can display on the screen of the GPCS 
workstation the standard VFRONA-u operator display (see Figure 8.)- The display is 
updated on-line, the MMI works in the same way as in the control room, i.e. printed logs, 
event lists, core maps can he requested and cca. 2000 variables can be monitored on-line. 

Returning to the (IPCS overview panel, the ANNUNCIATORS button activates a 
workspace containing annunciator windows, while the LOGICS pushbutton helps the 
navigation between different logical diagrams (Figure 9. and 10. illustrate RPS level HI 
and level IV logic, while Figure 11. gives an example for alarm-frlter logic). 

Different types of alarm lists can be initiated by the ALARM LISTS button. Figure 12. 
shows an urgent system alarms and a warning system alarms example list. 

Information presentation and retrieval in the (»PCS is hierarchical: important global 
events can be best observed on the overview panel, special details are available on the 
subsystem mnemoschemes and on the associated alarm and trend workspaces. In some 
cases important components have activatahle subworkspaces, which show further details 
or interlock diagrams. 

In order to illustrate the on-Iin. functioning of GPCS a large transient was "played" by 
the simulator, which finally resulted in reactor scram and turbine trip. The transient has 
been initiated by the following malfunction: 150 ml/h primary coolant loss due to a tube 
rapture in the 1. steam generator at time I = 00:00. The primary coolant loss finally 
leads to reactor scram after cca. 5 minutes, the scram initiating condition is Pressurizer 
absolute level < 3260 mm and reactor pressure < 120 bar. 

Urgent and warning alarms registered by GPCS during the first cca. 6 minutes of the 
above described transient are shown on Figure 13. Note, that prior to reactor scram no 
such alarm is generated, which should clearly indicate that something is wrong with the 
steam generators. The first indication of the transient is shown on the GPCS overview 
panel at T = 00:30 in the form of a PRZ disturbance supalarm. Without any operator 
action the transient obviously follows the way dictated by the technology and automatics: 
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at T = 04:52 reactor scram occurs and both turbines are tripped. The operator can clearly 
diagnose the scram initiating event by using the annunciator picture (Figure 14.) and the 
logic diagram showing RPS level I logic (Figure 15.). Meanwhile, subsystem alarm states 
and parameter trends can be continuously observed by referring to the appropriate display 
formats (sec Figure 16. and 17.). 

The diagnosis of the reactor safety state shortly after scram is a complex task, from the 
alarm list it can be seen, that the transient gradually develops further, as the primary 
coolant flowing through the pipe break fills up the I. S(i with water. The GPCS detects at 
T = 06:10 such an urgent alarm (i.e. "1,3,5 Sfi relative level III"), which can be used by 
the operator to locate the position of the primary coolant leakage and perform appropriate 
actions to prevent further coolant loss (e.g. isolate and shut down the I. S(i). The presence 
of a primary coolant loss could be suspected beforehand, the uncompensable pressurizer 
level decrease and the rapid drop of primary pressure both indicated such emergency. 

During the transient the (iPCS system supplied correct information about the status of 
the reactor and subsystems on the primary/secondary sides, the alarm-scenario has been 
registered properly, as well. Using the displayed information one could unambiguously 
determine the scram initiating events and the scope and characteristics of the emergency. 

3.7. Development experiences with G2 

The application nf the (H'IDE/IJIL module for MMI development facilitates the 
creation of consistent user interfaces. However, the available choice of graphic objects is 
quite restricted, only a limited subset is used from the standard X Window/Motif widget 
set. This limitation sometimes enforces solutions which are not optimal, especially the 
possibility of directing the graphic output from a non-G2 X client to the window of a 02 
workspace could be very useful. 

Generally the G2 represents a user-friendly delevoper environment, the text-sensitive 
editor facilitates work for novice users very much. The INSPECT facility, which can be 
used for displaying object/class hierarchy and for creating attribute tables was very useful 
when checking the correctness of the different object attributes. Instead of filling in every 
object attribute individually by hand, we used the "Load attribute file" option frequently. 
Note, that this option can be used for named objects only, therefore the "Names" field of 
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every object must receive a value. In the GPCS wc have several objects on the different 
workspaces which have the same name, since they represent the same measurement or 
equipment on different pictures. Objects having the same name are handled properly by 
the CiSI data-server, if the CiSI bridge program distinguishes these objects appropriately. 
However, problems were detected with the trends for these measurements, sometimes G2 
failed to update the trend curve correctly, even if the value has changed significantly. 

When running G2 on a fast and powerful computer, the recommended run "mode" is 
real-timr. In real-time mode the scheduler wakes up the (i2 once in every second, then 
the system performs communication with external data sources, schedules and executes 
the actual tasks to be carried out (e.g. invocation of procedures, firing of rules), updates 
display objects, etc. The execution sequence of the different tasks is basically determined 
by their priority, in case a task cannot be completed during the present cycle it is 
postponed ID the next cycle. On slow computers this can lead to the situation, that certain 
low priority tasks are consecutively postponed from cycle to cycle, and they may not be 
executed ever. According to our experiences, the VAXstation-3100 computer is not able 
to run the whole ('»PCS system in real-lime mode, but when running in the FASAP mode 
(thc-fast-as-po.isiblc) even this hardware configuration gave acceptable results with G2 
Version V3.0. When running in the I'ASAP mode the G2 does not postpone tasks to the 
next cycle, it actually starts a new cycle only if all the scheduled tasks were completed. In 
case of a slow CPU this naturally leads to the fact, that the G2 clock works slower than 
real-time, but it is ensured, that all the prescribed tasks are carried out. The completion of 
every required action is essential for such a system as the GI'C'S, which is event-driven, 
i.e. it works only in that case when any of the input signals has changed. 

4. POSSIBLE DIRECTIONS I OR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT 

According to our experiences, an information system built over the G2 shell is superior 
to conventional systems mainly in that sense, that it can combine on-line information 
originating from very different external data sources seamlessly and effectively, thus 
forming a new, higher-level information for the plant operator. Recently, potential users 
of NPP operator support systems tend to demand such services from a COSS, which can 
be fulfilled only by applying appropriate expert system technology. An example for this 
tendency is the gradual application of symptom-based Emergency Operation Procedures 
(EOP). beaming the lessons from the TMI accident, the majority of reactor manufacturers 
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and utilities (e.g. EDE, Westinghouse) are gradually turning to symptom-based EOPs 
instead of the previously applied event-based procedures. 

The entry point to such a symptom-based procedure is defined by the occurrence of a 
specific, well-defined reactor (plant) operation status. Prior to executing the different 
steps outlined in the procedure, the operator does not have to determine the primary 
cause, which led to this specific status, as it is required for event-based pnrccdurcs. 

Another important advantage of the symptom-based procedures, that they can give 
applicable advice even in those complex situations, when primary causes arc not clear, or 
the neutronic/thermohydraulic processes in the reactor arc so complicated, that finding the 
real initiating event could be performed only by detailed off-line calculations. 

However, the reliable and safe application o( symptom-based procedures requires the 
continuous solid knowledge of the global plant safety status. In other words, the operator 
must recognize and identify those symptoms reliably in time, which represent the entry 
points to such procedures. The reactor and the nuclear power plant is a very complex 
technology, therefore the processing of the large number of measured data and calculated 
parameters, the correct assessment of the actual plant safety status can be performed only 
by powerful on-line information systems. 

After the TMI accident the US NRC initiated the introduction of Safety Parameter 
Display Systems (SPDS) in all NPPs under its supervision. The SPDS is an on-line 
information system monitoring/displaying the important safety parameters of a reactor, 
which especially facilitates correct status identification and safe reactor shut-down in 
post-scram situations. Different manufacturers elaborated different SPDS approaches (see 
e.g. Refs. 11 and 19), in practice the most widely applied method is the Critical Safety 
Functions Monitoring System (CSFMS) approach by Combustion Engineering*0. 

Early SPD systems were concentrating on continuous monitoring of the reactor's safety 
status and alarm generation. However, when using these systems in practice, it turned out, 
that it is not enough to indicate the occurrence of a potentially dangerous plant status, 
operators need reliable advice in the critical situations, as well. Based on these general 
experiences, a modern SPDS is constructed according to the following principles19: 
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- The SPDS is not an isolated system, which is seldom used by the operators. 
Either it is a part of the plant computer or it is connected to the plant computer 
via fast, on-line network links. Operators can use the same system in normal, 
emergency and accident situations, as well. 

- The SPDS is not only an "alarm-generator", but supplies appropriate advice, as 
well. Generally several possible methods (success paths) are recommended to 
restore the endangered safely functions. 

- The SPDS not only indicates the limit violations of the safety parameters, but 
also monitors the availability of stand-by safety systems and vital auxiliaries. 

- The organization of the SPDS graphic displays shows a three-level hierarchy, 
according to the philosophy of top-down analysis. The highest level gives a 
concise overview of important safety parameters, the medium level shows their 
detailed characteristics, while on the lowest level individual measurements, 
trends, technological subsystem mnemoschemes, primary alarms and events 
can be examined in detail. 

The above listed requirements can be fulfilled by an SPDS built over G2 with ease. The 
GPCS itself can be modified to function as an SPDS, where the occurrence of specific 
symptoms is diagnosed by the G2 system, using rule-based and procedural knowledge 
simultaneously. Selection of the possible success paths, procedure presentation and 
guidance, checking the correctness ol the operator's actions during procedure execution 
can also be implemented by using 02 (see Ref. 7). Л VVER-440 SPD system has been 
already constructed and tested, but the l.O-CSF^ (Loviisa CSFMS) used conventional 
programming techniques (successfully), not an expert system approach. 

5. SUMMARY 

The principles and functioning of the GPCS prototype information system has been 
oulined in this document. The system contains the object oriented description of the basic 
subsystems of a VVER-440 NPP and has the following main characteristics: 

• maintains on-line network connections with several data collection systems; 
- displays global overview of the reactor and plant safety status; 
- evaluates and displays subsystem mnemoschemes and group-alarms; 
- evaluates and displays component and equipment disturbance status; 
- displays values, statuses and trends of individual measurements; 
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- performs high-level alarm generation and alarm-filtering: 
- archives events and alarms in lists according to priorities: 
- evaluates and displays logical ano interlock diagrams: 
- ensures convenient and consistent man-machine interface. 

The prototype system emphasizes fast evaluation and displaying of measurements and 
alarms. The high-level information reflecting the actual plant safety status is constructed 
from primary measured data, by forming global alarms and by the evaluation of logical 
expressions and diagrams. 
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Figure 1. The GPCS overview panel 
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Figure 3. Feedwater system picture in GPCS 
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Figure 6. VERONA-u core parameter display 
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Figure 7. VERONA-u loop parameter display 
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Figure 9. RP level III logic diagram 
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Figure 10. RP level IV logic diagram 
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2. MCP deitap LO simalarm • 
Г HIDE 

UX_YO12P01A 

Manual pump start 
1.0 

0.0 

o.ol 

UX_YD12001K 

Pump start disabled 

DX_YD01Q10 

Manual pump stop 

A 8/R' 
2. MCP is switched ON 

Л 
2. MCP deitap LO supalarm 

UX_YD02Q10 

Figure 11. Example for on alarm-filter logic 
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ыешт^т' 
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'Reactor pressure difference 1 0 
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• 
w 
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HIDE 
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YP10L02A 

"Pressunzer healing power ON " 
YP10M01A 

"Core average coolant temp. HI • 
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<T 
^ 
ACKNOWLEDGE 5) 

Щ LIST OF WARNING ALARMS 
System alarms 

Л. RA1QP01A;"1st turbine -.team header pr. LO";"25 
Oct 93 9:32:27 a.m." 

RA50P01 A;"2nd turbine steam header pr. LO";"25 
Oct 93 9:32:27 a.m." 

RA11P01A;"1.*st st.gen. steam pressure HI ":"25 
Oct 93 9:32:27 a.m." 

Figure 12. Urgent and warning alarm list« 



Malfunction: 1. SG tube rupture (150 m3/h) 00:00:00 
Alarm-ID Alarm text Time Priority 
YP10L01A Pressurizer relative level LO 00:00:30 W 
YP10L01A Pressurizer relative level LO 00:00:40 Ü 
TE1CF01A Pr. coolant flow to purific. LO 00:00:40 W 
TK10F01A Pr. makeup total flow to loops HI 00:02:00 U 
YP10M01A Pressurizer max. heating power 00:03:^2 U 
RL10L01A 1st tu. feedw.tank rel.level HI 00:03:52 W 
RL50L01A 2nd tu. feedw.tank rel.level HI 00:03:52 И 
YP10P01A Pressurizer pressure LO 00:04:40 W 
YP10L02A Pressurizer absolute level LO 00:04:46 W 
YP10L02A Pressurizer absolute level LO 00:04:50 U 

Reactor scram and both turbines tripped 00:04:52 
(PRZ absolute level < 3260 mm & primary pressure < 120 bar) 
RA40P01A 1st steam header pressure HI 
RA10P01A 1st turbine steam header pr. HI 
RA70P01A 2nd steam header pressure HI 
RA50P01A 2nd turbine steam header pr. HI 
RA11P01A let st.gen. steam pressure HI 
RA12P01A 2nd st.gen. stean pressure HI 
RA13P01A 3rd st.gen. steam pressure HI 
RA14P01A 4th st.gen. steam pressure HI 
RA15PD1A 5th st.gen. steam pressure HI 
RA16P01A 6th et.gen. steam pressure HI 
RD11P01A 1st tu. 1.HPPH pressure LO 
RD51P01A 2nd tu. 1.HPPH pressure LO 
YB11L01A 1st st. generator rel. level HI 
YB13L01A 3rd st. generator rel. level HI 
YB15L01A 5th st. generator rel. level HI 
RD12P01A 1st tu. 2.HPPH pressure LO 
RD52P01A 2nd tu. 2.HPPH pressure LO 
YB11L01A 1st st. generator rel. level HI 
YB13L01A 3rd st. generator rel. level HI 
YB15L01A 5th st. generator rel. level HI 

0 0 . 0 5 : 0 0 И 
0 0 : 0 5 : 0 0 И 
0 0 : 0 5 : 0 0 и 
0 0 : 0 5 : 0 0 w 
0 0 : 0 5 : 0 0 w 
0 0 : 0 5 : 0 0 и 
0 0 : 0 5 : 0 0 w 
0 0 : 0 5 : 0 0 и 
0 0 : 0 5 : 0 0 и 
0 0 : 0 5 : 0 0 Vi 
0 0 : 0 5 : 2 0 w 
0 0 : 0 5 : 2 0 w 
0 0 : 0 5 : 3 0 w 
0 0 : 0 5 : 3 0 w 
0 0 : 0 5 : 3 0 w 
0 0 : 0 5 : 3 8 w 
0 0 : 0 5 : 3 8 и 
0 0 : 0 6 : 1 0 и 
0 0 : 0 6 : 1 0 и 
0 0 : 0 6 : 1 0 и 

Figure 13. Alarms registered by GPCS 
during transient 
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Figure 14. GPCS annunciator-panel 
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Figure IS. RP level I logic diagram 
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Figure 16. Alarm workspaces during transient 
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